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The aim of the current preliminary research was to examine the relationship between aquatic motor activities and language abilities. Our hypothesis suggests that changing the environment to water may improve
motor and linguistic abilities. The study included 94 children between the ages of four and six. Thirty-one
children who participated in aquatic motor activities were compared to 41 children who participated in
on-land motor activities and to 21 children who participated in non-motor activities. Developmental-functionality tests, including gross and fine motor, time estimation and language tests, were used to
diagnose participants’ abilities before and after six months of intervention. We found significant improvement in gross motor, fine motor and time estimation abilities for the aquatic motor activities group.
Moreover, improvement in gross motor and time estimation abilities moderated the association between
aquatic motor activities and children’s naming ability, suggesting the positive effect of aquatic motor activities on language abilities. Based on these novel findings, child-development professionals can have a
better understanding of relation between language abilities and motor abilities, possibly leading to an improvement of intervention methods with early-childhood patients. Early childhood intervention could aid
in reducing primary differences between children in motor abilities, and especially in motor-development
disorders, which in turn are thought to lead to additional learning disabilities.
Keywords: Early Childhood Intervention; Physical Activity; Aquatic Environment; Language; Time
Estimation

Introduction
Over the years, many studies have shown that physical activity has mental, cognitive and physical benefits (Cragg & Cameron, 2006; Ben-Soussan, Glicksohn, Goldstein, BerkovichOhana, & Donchin, 2013; Warburton, Nicol, & Bredin, 2006).
Since there is high neuroplasticity in early childhood (Hannaford, 2005) and the early years are the most cost-effective time
to intervene (Heckman, Stixrud, & Urzua, 2006), we wanted to
examine the effects of physical activity in children. Appropriate
motor performance at the ages 4-6 is a prerequisite for learning;
deficient motor performance is thought to be a sign of possible
academic problems in the future (Losse et al., 1991). Although
every child has a unique developmental pattern, development is
influenced by the interaction between life experiences and the
environment in which these occur. For example, according to
the dynamic-system theory, the interaction between the individuals, the purpose of the task and the environmental conditions
contribute to the child’s development (Smith & Thelen, 2003).
It is thus theoretically possible that changing the training environment from non-aquatic to aquatic, may enhance the child’s
capabilities, improve existing skills and/or introduce new ones.
In fact, throughout history, water has been used for many purposes, including physical therapy, sport, and physical hygiene.
These activities have been made possible by the advantages of
water’s special qualities (Becker & Cole, 1997; Becker, 2009;
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Campion, 1997). Consequently, we chose to examine the
changes in language abilities following Aquatic Motor Activities (AMA) in comparison with On Land Motor Activities
(OLMA) and Non Motor Activities (NMA) in children. Because of the unique qualities of water, a child can be exposed to
new skills such as diving and floating, which cannot be performed on land. In addition, AMA provides multisensory stimulation combining three sensory systems: vestibular, proprioception and tactile. This multisensory stimulation may improve
balance and coordination (Ahrendt, 1999; Devereux, Robertson,
& Briffa, 2005). Immersion improves balancing abilities by increasing the proprioceptive input to the immersed body and
provides greater body alignment and stability. Sensory feedback is increased by promoting a sense of body awareness, as
resistance to movement through water is greater than resistance
through air (Roth et al., 2006). AMA also exposes the child to
sensorimotor stimuli, including floating boards and sinking objects, which can be used only in an aquatic environment.
Thus, AMA during early childhood constitutes a unique platform for working on skills related to sensorimotor development,
such as automatic movements and balance, which could be improved through aquatic activity by training on different depths
without the interference of gravity (Campion, 1997). Moreover,
sensorimotor integration may be stimulated more effectively in
the aquatic environment, since the water provides three dimensions of movement: forward-backward, up-down and right-left.
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The experience of these spatial concepts depends on the particular kind of individuals’ body, and how that body learns to
interacts with its surroundings (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999).
A recent study investigating the influence of water immersion on cortical activation, using functional near-infrared spectroscopy, has found that water immersion induced cortical activation in both somatosensory and motor areas. These results
suggest that water immersion may enhance motor learning during the period of acquisition of motor skills (Sato et al., 2012).
The results of the Zelazo & Weiss experiment (2006) for initial
five-test trials for infants aged four-, eight-, twelve- and sixteen-months were similar for kicking, arm flexion, the righting
response, turning 180 degrees, and grasping the pool wall. Infants at all four ages initially displayed disorganized behaviors.
The study showed that training improved all behaviors during
the initial five test trials for all four age groups. The data from
Zelazo’& Weiss’s experiment implies that early neuro-motor
development is a bi-directional process, in which the infant’s
movement results in feedback from the environment, which
then influences both central and peripheral nervous system development.
The integration of the sensorimotor information learned in
controlling the aquatic environment is made possible by the
plasticity of the nervous system, which enables it to develop a
network of neural connections as a response to experiences in
life. These neural groups create communication patterns which
develop into neural paths, particularly after repetition. It has
been observed that brain structure undergoes changing throughout life. These changes are influenced by the environment, by
the individual’s exposure to different stimulus, and by genetics
(Blakemore & Frith, 2005).
One of the investigated areas in the brain is the neuroplasticity of the cerebellum (Grossman et al., 2002). It has long been
known that it is involved in the coordination of movements,
balance and posture, visually-guided movements, and motorlearning (Stoodley & Stein, 2011). In the last decades, evidence
has indicated its importance in timing processes (Harrington &
Haaland, 1999). Studies have shown that patients with cerebellar lesions displayed poor performance in time-estimation task
(Ivry, Keele, & Diener, 1988; Ivry & Keele, 1989; Ivry & Diener, 1991). Several studies have shed light on additional functions of the cerebellum (Stoodley & Stein, 2011). One study,
which explored a population with reading disabilities (dyslexia),
suggested that cerebellar deficits can lead to phonological and
processing-speed problems. The cerebellar deficits are thought
to affect articulation and working memory, due to deficits in the
timing functioning which interfere with the automatization of
function development. These findings have constituted the “cerebellar deficit hypothesis of dyslexia” (Nicolson, Fawcett, &
Dean, 2001). In support of this hypothesis, Specific Language
Impairment (SLI) in children was found to be related to low
motor performance (Hill, 2001), and impaired motor function is
further evident in Developmental Language Impairment (DLI)
(Webster, Majnemer, Platt, & Shevell, 2005). Despite the above
findings, the connection between motor experience, language
development and cerebellum functionality is still debated. This
is also probably due to the fact that there is a dearth of evidence
for the comparative effects of differing environments on language development. More specifically, in addition to the scarcity of studies aimed at understanding of the possible motor
aspects important for the cognitive enhancement, there have
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been very few researches in the field related to AMA’s contribution to physiological or motor-related functioning. Consequently, the current study combined motor- and language-related research, in order to provide practical understanding of the
importance of AMA. We posited a neurobiological hypothesis
for the relationship between AMA and language processes. To
this end, we aimed at examining three main questions:
1) Do the changes in the fine motor and time estimation abilities mediate the effect study group on the gross motor abilities?
2) Do the changes in the fine motor and time estimation abilities mediate the effect study group on the language abilities?
3) Do the changes in the gross motor abilities mediate the
effect of study group on the linguistic abilities?

Method
Participates and Procedure
Study participants were recruited from a regional kindergarten-complex serving 350 children between the ages of four and
six. Participants were recruited from September 1 through October 31, 2011. The research was approved by the Ministry of
Education’s Chief Scientist in Israel and by the Bar-Ilan University ethics committee. In order to ascertain if the child was
appropriate for the current study, and which grouping best represents the child, parents of potential research participants
were requested to complete a developmental and background
questionnaire. Criteria for the child’s eligibility included: (a)
participation in only one additional extracurricular activity provided by the local community center after October 31, 2011; (b)
in order to control the motivation and willingness of each subject to participate in each activity, the choice of the activity was
the child’s and not the parent’s according to the questionnaire
given to the parents; (c) there was no absence longer than one
week from the kindergarten before October 31, 2011. The study
further excluded children who were receiving additional therapies such as occupational, speech, or physical therapies. Onehundred and twenty-nine parents returned the questionnaire and
a total of 111(86%) children were found appropriate for the current study. Testing of motor abilities, cognitive abilities and
time estimation ability were conducted during personal meetings with the children prior to the activities and after six months
of participation. The activity took the form of a weekly training
session of 45 minutes’ duration.

Training Groups
Aquatic Motor Activities (AMA)
The AMA occurred in a hydrotherapy pool (14 meters long
and 5 meters wide and kept at 33˚C. The pool depth ranged
from 80 centimeters to 140 centimeters). One swimming instructor accompanied five children in the water. The children
learned how to control the aquatic environment in activities
including standing and walking in water up to the chest, floating on the back/stomach, rolling over from stomach to back
(and vice versa) while kicking with legs and moving the hands,
and diving. Thirty-three children were in this group at the beginning; two left the activity during the experiment. Therefore,
the group included 31 children.
On-Land Motor Activities (OLMA)
The second intervention group included 45 children who par-
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ticipated in OLMA (basketball, football, judo, general gymnastic or ballet). Four left the activity during the experiment. Therefore, the OLMA group included 41 children.
Non-Motor Activities (NMA)
The third intervention group consisted of 33 children participating in NMA (chess, drama or art). Four left the activity and
six added another motor activity during the study and so were
left out of the sample. Another child had medical problems and
was also not included in the sample. Therefore, the NMA group
included 22 children.

Tasks
The cognitive protocol included the following test:
The Raven’s coloured progressive matrices were used to estimate differences between study groups at baseline. This is a
well-known assessment battery of nonverbal intelligence using
the ability of matching appropriate colors and patterns. The
outcome is the number of correct answers and the total time
taken (Raven, 1965).
The language protocol included the following tests (for a detailed explanation about punctuation in Hebrew, see (Ram-Tsur,
Faust, & Zivotofsky, 2008):
Semantic Fluency test (Kave, 2006) which measures ability
to retrieve information from semantic memory. The child has to
name as many words in a category as he/she could within one
minute. Semantic fluency was measured in the categories of
“animals” and “food”. These are categories used in most studies
on semantic fluency (Hurks et al., 2006; Riva, Nichelli, & Devoti, 2000). The outcome is the number of correct answers for
both categories combined.
The Automatic Picture-Naming test and the Automatic Color-Naming test of the Assessment Battery Sahtil (Sahtil, 2002)
were used to measure ability in automatic naming. The automatic picture-naming test consists of 21 pictures that the child
is requested to identify as quickly as possible. The outcome is
the number of correct answers and the time needed for execution. The automatic color-naming consists of 21 colors with the
child requested to name all the colors as quickly as possible.
The outcome is the time needed for execution.
The Automatic Digit Naming of the Assessment Battery
“Aleph-Taph” (Shany et al., 2005) was used to measure the
ability of automatic digit naming. The child had to name 50
digits as fast as possible. The outcome is the executive time.
The Phonological Awareness test of the Assessment Battery
Sahtil (Sahtil, 2002) was used to measure phonological awareness. The child had to repeat the first phonemic sound of a nonword. The stimuli were 16 non-words. The outcome is the number of correct answers.
The motor protocol included the following tests:
The Test of Gross Motor Development (TGMD) (Ulrich,
1985) was developed to score objectively the quality and quantity of movement in children. It can be used to assess changes
as a function of increasing age, experience, instruction or intervention. We used the Israeli version (Hotzler, 1995a, 1995b).
The test includes locomotion and object-control abilities. The
locomotion part consists of four consecutive items: running,
horizontal jumping, sliding and galloping. The object-control
subtest consists of four consecutive items: catching, kicking,
bouncing and overhand throwing. All data collection was con-
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ducted in the kindergarten facility. Prior to testing, an accurate
demonstration and verbal description of the skill were provided
to the child by an experienced adult. The child was given one
practice trial to insure that the child understood what to do. If
the child did not appear to understand the task or had not performed correctly in the practice trial, additional demonstration
and instructions were provided by the experienced adult. Each
child then performed three trials for each gross motor skill; first,
all the locomotion subtest abilities and then all the object-control abilities. When the performance was correct, a score of 1
was marked; incorrect performances were scored 0. The sum of
both performances represents the final score for each item. The
outcome is the score for each part.
Tests of fine motor skills:
Bead-threading test (Fawcett & Nicolson, 1996): the child
had to thread 15 beads as quickly as possible. The outcome was
the total time taken, and was assessed twice.
Finger-to-thumb test (Dow & Moruzzi, 1958): the child placed the index finger of one hand onto the thumb of the other
hand and vice-versa. Then, keeping the top thumb and finger
together, the child rotated one hand clockwise and the other
anti-clockwise until the finger and thumb touched again, and so
on. The task was demonstrated and subjects trained until they
completed the movement fluently five times. They were then
asked to perform ten such movements as quickly as possible.
The outcome was the time taken for ten movements, and was
assessed twice.
Repetitive finger tapping (Denckla et al., 1985) the children
were asked to press repeatedly and as fast as possible a button
on a response box with the index finger for 1 min. all presses
were recorded and the outcome is the average duration between
two presses, the number of presses and standard deviation.
Time estimation included the following test:
The time estimation test was inspired by the test of Nicolson
et al. (1995), which was itself inspired by Ivry & Keele (1989).
In each time-estimation trial, two tones were presented successively, and the task was to say whether the second tone was
longer or shorter than the first one. The standard stimulus, always presented first, was a 1200 ms-long pure tone of frequency 392 Hz. Fifteen comparison tones had respective durations
of 400, 700, 800, 900, 950, 1000, 1050, 1200, 1350, 1450, 1500,
1600, 1700 and 2000 ms. The two tones were separated by a
1000-ms silence interval. Each trial was repeated twice, amounting to 30 test trials presented in a random order. The test block
was preceded by a practice block of eight trials (using only the
eight extreme comparison tones), during which feedback was
provided. No feedback was provided during the test block. The
stimuli were presented by a computer through headphones at
about 75 dB SPL. After each pair of sounds, subjects had to say
whether the second one was longer or shorter than the first one.
The outcome is the number of correct answers.

Data Analysis
The groups were compared on background characteristics.
The AMA group and OLMA group were 51.6% and 53.5% female, respectively, while the NMA group was 54.5% male. No
significant differences were found between the groups with
regard to age and Raven colored progressive matrices score
(Raven, 1965) at baseline (see Table 1).
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AMA vs. NMA

Table 1.
Sample characteristics.

0.6

F(1, 91)

NMA
(n = 22)
M (SD)

OLMA
(n = 41)
M (SD)

AMA
(n = 31)
M (SD)

0.18

53.5 (7.5)

57.1 (8.5)

57.2 (7.8)

0.61

13 (2.89)

13.56 (3.12)

12.87 (3.24)

0.5

0.51***

0.4

Chronological
age (months)
Raven score
at baseline

Results
Do the changes in the fine motor and time estimation abilities mediate the effect study group on the gross motor abilities?
In this section, we examined whether the change in the fine
motor abilities and time estimation ability mediated the effect
of study groups (AMA, OLMA, and NMA) on gross motor
abilities (locomotion and object control). To this end, we employed mediation analyses by Preacher and Hayes’s (2008)
procedure. This procedure follows Baron and Kenny’s (1986)
4-step method. The progression from one step to the next is
contingent on obtaining significant results in the preceding step.
In the first step, we examined whether study group (X; the predictor) predicts the change in the fine motor abilities and time
estimation ability (M; the mediators). In the second step, we
examined whether the change in the Fine motor abilities and
time estimation ability predict the change in gross motor abilities (Y; the outcomes) while controlling for the effect of the
study group. In the third step, we examined whether the mediation paths from the study group via the change in the fine motor
skills and time estimation ability to the change in gross motor
abilities were significant. A significant bias-corrected bootstrap
analysis would support mediation. Finally, in the fourth step,
we examined whether the direct links from study group to the
change in gross motor abilities remained significant while controlling for the change in the fine motor abilities and time estimation ability. A significant direct link would support partial
mediation, whereas a non-significant link would support full
mediation. In the present analyses, we forgo Baron and Kenny’s (1986) traditional first step in which one needs to establish
a significant direct link from the predictor to the outcome variable as recommended by Preacher and colleagues (2010) and
several other scholars (e.g., Shrout & Bolger, 2002; MacKinnon, Krull, & Lockwood, 2000). Step I. To examine whether
study group predicts the change in the fine motor abilities and
time estimation ability, we first effect-coded the study group
variable. This coding enabled us to compare the effect of the
AMA group (coded 1) with those of the OLMA group (coded
−1) and NMA (coded −1). Unstandardized regression coefficients are presented in Figure 1. The analyses revealed that the
AMA group was related with a shorter tapping average duration
between two presses and with a better time estimation than the
NMA group. AMA group was also related with a quicker completion of the beading task and with a better time estimation
than the OLMA group. Therefore, we continue to assess the
mediation processes only via these Fine motor skills and time
estimation ability. Step II. Unstandardized regression coefficients are presented in Table 2. The analyses revealed that the
quicker the completion of the beading task, the better the locomotion, but not the object control ability. This effect was significant above and beyond the contribution of the study group
to the prediction. Steps III to IV. The bias-corrected bootstrap
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0.3

Time Estimation

0.2

Tapping variability

0.1

Tapping average
Finger- to- thumb

0

Beading

-0.1
-0.2

-0.15

-0.3

-0.15 -0.16
-0.29*

-0.4

AMA vs. OLMA
0.4
0.3

0.29*
Time Estimation

0.2

Tapping variability

0.1

Tapping average

0.02

0

Finger- to- thumb

-0.1

-0.06

Beading
-0.09

-0.2
-0.25*

-0.3

Figure 1.
Unstandardized regression coefficients for predicting the change in the
fine motor abilities and time estimation ability by study group. Note: *p
< .05, ***p < .001.
Table 2.
Unstandardized regression coefficients for predicting the change in the
motoric-related abilities by the fine motor abilities and time estimation
ability and study group.
Object control

Locomotion

−.08

−.23*

Beading task

−.04

−.04

Finger-to-thumb

−.11

−.07

Tapping average

.05

.01

Tapping variability

.15

.12

Time estimation

.25*

.12

AMA vs. NMA

.45***

.54***

AMA vs. OLMA

Note: *p < .05, ***p < .001.

analysis revealed that the mediation path from the AMA (verses
the OLMA) via the time to complete the beading task to participants’ locomotion was significant: the 95% confidence interval
(CI) did not include the value zero (i.e., no effect), CI .01 to .15.
In addition, as can be seen in Table 2, the link between study
group and participants’ locomotion remained significant after
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the inclusion of the fine motor abilities and time estimation
ability. Thus, the mediation path was only partial. Figure 2
presents the diagram of the mediating model between AMA
(verses the OLMA) via time to complete the beading task to
participants’ locomotion abilities.
Do the changes in the fine motor and time estimation abilities mediate the effect study group on the language abilities?
In this section, we examined whether the change in the fine
motor abilities and time estimation mediated the effect of study
groups (AMA, OLMA, and NMA) on linguistic abilities (language fluency, object naming time, color naming time, digit
naming time, phonological awareness). To this end, we employed mediation analyses by Preacher and Hayes’s (2008)
procedure, as in our first research question. Step I. To examine
whether study group predicts the change in the fine motor abilities and time estimation ability, we used the effect-coding that
compare the effect of the AMA group (coded 1) with those of
the OLMA group (coded −1) and NMA (coded −1). Unstandardized regression coefficients are presented in Figure 1. The
analyses revealed that the AMA group was related with a
quicker tapping time and with a better time estimation than the
NMA group. AMA group was also related with a quicker completion of the beading task and with a better time estimation
than the OLMA group. Therefore, we continue to assess the
mediation processes only via these fine motor abilities and time
estimation ability. Step II. Unstandardized regression coeffi-
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cients are presented in Table 3. The analyses revealed that an
improvement in the time taken to complete the finger-to-toe
task was linked with an improvement in the phonological awareness score. Nevertheless, because study group did not predict
the performance in the finger-to-toe task, mediation processes
could not have occurred. Conversely, an improvement in the
time estimation ability was related with an improvement in the
time taken to complete the object naming task. The other paths
were not significant. Steps III to IV. Bias-corrected boot-strap
analyses revealed that the mediation paths from the AMA
group (verses the OLMA and NMA) via the ability to assess
time to participants’ object naming time were significant: the
95% confidence intervals (CI) did not include the value zero,
CI −.21 to −.03 for NMA, and CI −.32 to −.05 for OLMA. In
addition, as can be seen in Table 3, the link between study
group and participants’ object naming time was not significant
after the inclusion of the Cerebellum related abilities. Thus, the
time estimation ability fully mediated these paths. Figure 2 presents the diagram of the mediating model between AMA
(verses the OLMA training and/or NMA group) via time estimation ability to participants’ object naming ability.
Does the change in the gross motor abilities mediate the effect of study group on the linguistic abilities?
In this section, we examined whether the change in the gross
motor abilities mediated the effect of study groups (AMA,
OLMA, and NMA) on linguistic abilities (language fluency,
object naming time, color naming time, digit naming time, phonological awareness). To this end, we employed mediation analyses by Preacher and Hayes’s (2008) procedure, as in the first
research question. Step I. To examine whether study group predicts the change in the gross motor abilities, we first effectcoded the study group variable. This coding enabled us to compare the effect of the AMA (coded 1) with those of the OLMA
(coded −1) and NMA (coded −1). Unstandardized regression
coefficients are presented in Figure 3. The analyses revealed
that the AMA was related with a better locomotion and object
control abilities than both the NMA and OLMA conditions.
Therefore, we continue to assess the mediation processes via all
of the gross motor abilities. Step II. Unstandardized regression
coefficients are presented in Table 4 for linguistic abilities. The
analyses revealed that better object control abilities were linked
with a quicker naming ability. This effect was significant above
and beyond the contribution of the study group to the prediction.
Steps III to IV. The bias-corrected bootstrap analyses revealed that the mediation paths from the AMA (verses the
OLMA training and/or NMA group) via object control abilities
to participants’ overall naming score (95% CI .06, .45 for AMA
vs. NMA, 95% CI .03, .22 for AMA vs. OLMA) were significant. In addition, as can be seen in Table 4, the path between
study group and participants’ overall naming score remained
significant after the inclusion of the gross motor abilities, the
thus the motor-related abilities only partially mediated this path.
Figure 2 presents the diagram of the mediating model between
AMA (verses the OLMA training and/or NMA group) via object control abilities to participants’ overall naming ability.

Discussion
Figure 2.
Conceptual diagram of the mediating models.
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The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of AMA
on motor and language abilities, as well as to examine whether
the change in the fine motor abilities and time estimation ability
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Table 3.
Unstandardized regression coefficients for predicting the change in the linguistic abilities by the fine motor abilities and time estimation ability and
study group.
Phonological Awareness

Digit Naming

Color Naming

Object Naming

Language Fluency

−.09

−.02

.15

.01

.05

Beading

−.23*

.15

.36**

.28**

.02

Finger-to-toe

.02

.06

.02

−.13

.02

Tapping average

.07

−.04

.10

.13

−.08

Tapping variability

−.15

−.19

−.13

−.30**

−.01

Time Estimation

−.08

−.13

−.06

.05

.02

AMA vs. NMA

.20

−.25

−.06

.04

.14

AMA vs. OLMA

Note: *p < .05, ***p < .001.
AMA vs. OLMA

AMA vs. NMA
0.68

0.35

0.66***

0.66

0.32**

0.3

0.64

0.25

0.62

Object Control

0.6
0.58

Locomotion

0.57***

0.22*

0.2

Object Control
Locomotion

0.15
0.1

0.56
0.54

0.05

0.52

0

Figure 3.
Unstandardized regression coefficients for predicting the change in the motor-related abilities by study group. Note: *p < .05, **p
< .01, ***p < .001.
Table 4.
Unstandardized regression coefficients for predicting the change in the linguistic-related abilities by the gross motor abilities and study group.
Phonological Awareness

Naming

Digit Naming

Color Naming

Object Naming

Language Fluency

−.11

−.04

−.19

−.17

−.18

−.02

Locomotion

.13

.32*

−.24

.08

−.06

−.05

Object Control

.16

−.12

−.16

−.16

−.03

.03

AMA vs. NMA

−.10

−.25*

−.06

−.16

.03

.18

AMA vs. OLMA

Note: *p < .05, ***p < .001.

can explain change in language abilities in children. To this aim,
we examined 94 four- to six-year-old children attending a normal kindergarten. To our knowledge, this is study the first to
examine the extent to which cerebellum-related abilities such as
gross motor, fine motor abilities and time estimation ability
may be mediator in the relationship between language aspects
and AMA.
First, we found that the AMA group was related with better
gross motor abilities than both the NMA and OLMA conditions.
in contrast to Becker (2009: p. 865), who claimed that it is unlikely that aquatic training can substantially improve dryland
performance in adults (Killgore, Wilcox, Caster, & Wood, 2006;
Robinson, Devor, Merrick, & Buckworth, 2004), our results
46

suggest that AMA during early childhood significantly improved gross motor abilities as compared to NMA and OLMA.
We suggest that the unique combinations of multisensory stimuli that characterize the aquatic environment and high neuroplasticity accessible during early childhood are responsible for
this difference. The aquatic environment activates a combination of the vestibular system and the tactile system, due to characteristics of water such as density, hydrostatic pressure, buoyancy, etc. The physical conditions of the aquatic environment
allow training on different depths with different gravity. Moreover, the aquatic environment provides three dimensions of
movement rather than the two present on land. This has probably resulted in more and/or new sensory information during
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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AMA, which could account for the difference between the
OLMA and AMA groups. The current results of enhancing
gross motor-related abilities, are in line with previous studies
which reported a similar enhancement, which was claimed to be
mediated by increased cortical activation motor areas which
was induced by water immersion (Sato et al., 2012).
Second, AMA was related with a shorter tapping average
duration between two presses than the NMA group. AMA
group was also related with a quicker completion of the beading
task than the OLMA group. The development of the human body follows a proximo-distal and cephalo-caudal direction (Sharma, 2005). Thus, children who evidence greater improvement
in the gross motor abilities, in the AMA group, may have greater capacity for some fine motor abilities, as evidenced by the
scores in bead-threading and the tapping task which are a fine
motor task. A possible mediating mechanism for our finding
regarding to the motor abilities and the time estimation ability
might be increased cerebellar activity, as will be discussed below.
AMA provides multisensory stimulation combining these
three sensory systems: the vestibular, the proprioception and
the tactile. Immersion increases the proprioceptive input and
sensory feedback to the immersed body (Roth et al., 2006). The
vestibular system is in the inner ear and reacts to head movements relative to gravity, and is connected to the cerebrum via
the brain stem and cerebellum. The system operates in integration with the proprioceptive system and produces the sense of
balance and stability. The vestibular system influences regulation of muscle tension, body-movement coordination, and control of eye movements which ensure a stable field of vision
while moving (Bundy & Murray, 2002). The proprioceptive
system refers to the sensation provided by muscles, ligaments
and joints, and is created as a result of body movement.
Proprioception allows ongoing awareness of posture and
body movements in space, and the rhythm and timing of these
movements (Williamson & Anzalone, 2001). Thus, it is a system providing external feedback to the cerebellum, allowing
regulation of motor activity. The tactile system has receptors in
the skin, serving as a mediator between self and environment
(Williamson & Anzalone, 2001). Thus, the tactile system provides the cerebellum with external feedback, allowing improved reaction time and precision of movement via the cerebellum.
Third, AMA was related with a better time estimation than
both the NMA and OLMA conditions. Timing-processing is divided into two separate aspects: motor timing, which refers to
the timing aspects of motor, speech and cognitive acts; and time
perception, which refers to the discriminative aspects of cognitive time management, such as the ability to estimate temporal
delays (Fuster, 1990). The intermediate cerebellum, through its
direct connections with the motor system, mediates the motor
aspects of timing, while the lateral cerebellar hemispheres and
their output nuclei mediate the cognitive or perceptual aspects
of timing through their connections with the fronto-parietal
association cortex (Middleton & Strick, 1994). However, functional neuroimaging studies showed activation of both the
medial and the lateral zones of the cerebellar cortex during
tasks requiring the precise representation of temporal information (Kawashima et al., 2000; Ramnani & Passingham, 2001;
Harrington et al., 2004). Thus, it is still unclear if the cerebellar
system mediates time-perception independently from motor behavior or other cognitive functions. Our findings suggest that
time-estimation is associated with motor activities and motor
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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behavior. However, how these results relate to cerebellar activation and neuroplasticity requires additional investigation.
Forth, we did not find differences between the study groups
in language abilities. Interestingly, we confirmed association
between motor activities in gross motor abilities aspects, but
only partially in fine motor aspects. Previous studies found that
by kindergarten, fine motor tasks are better predictors of reading achievement than gross motor tasks (Wolff, Gunnoe, &
Cohen, 1985). In longitudinal study, children with composite
gross and fine motor abilities in preschool attained higher levels
of third-grade reading achievement (McPhillips & Jordan-Black,
2007). Moreover, Grissmer et al. (2010) found that gross motor
abilities did not predict achievement, but fine motor abilities
did predict later achievement in math and reading. It seems that
fine motor, rather than gross motor abilities are more significant
in predicting language abilities. Thus, it seems reasonable to
hypothesize that our results about no differences between the
three study groups in linguistics abilities could be due to the
partially differences in fine motor aspects.
Fifth, an improvement in the time estimation ability was related with an improvement in the time taken to complete the
object naming task. In addition, better object control abilities
were linked with a quicker naming ability. Appropriate naming
development is essential for normal reading acquisition (Norton
& Wolf, 2012). In fact, difficulties in naming ability have been
found to be the most significant precursor of developmental
reading disability (Georgiou, Parrila, & Liao, 2008, Tan et al.,
2005). Reading has been reported as a sensitive process (Breznitz, 2006), which can be affected by timing abilities. It has
been proposed that a lack of well-timed, automated, motor abilities inhibits the normal development of articulator gestures
(Nicolson, Fawcett, & Dean, 2001). Therefore, children with
dyslexia have been found to be slower in the automatic temporal abilities (Overy, Nicolson, Fawcett, & Clarke, 2003). RamTzur et al. (2006) found longer saccadic reaction times in students with reading disabilities, and suggested some theories for
explaining the possible mechanism of these findings. A common element of these theories is the conviction that timing abilities are a fundamental problem area in dyslexia. The cerebellum has a function in the neural mechanism of timing, and this
might explain our findings relating time-estimation to colornaming ability. Many neuroimaging studies, most of which are
on normal adults (Desmond et al., 1997; Mechelli Gorno-Tempini & Price, 2003), support the role of the cerebellum in language abilities. The findings of the current study support the
role of neurobiological mechanisms in the theory of the relationship between language abilities and motor performances.
Finally, we have demonstrated that the mediation paths from
the AMA group (versus the OLMA and NMA) via the ability to
assess time to participants’ automatic picture-naming were significant. In addition, the link between AMA group and participants’ automatic picture-naming was not significant after the
inclusion of the time-estimation ability. Thus, the time-estimation ability fully mediated this path. Moreover, we have demonstrated that the mediation path from the AMA (verses the
OLMA training and/or NMA group) via object control abilities
to participants’ overall naming score (including sum of the object naming and color naming scores) was significant. In addition, the path between study group and participants’ overall
naming score remained significant after the inclusion of the
motor-related abilities, thus the motor-related abilities only
partially mediated this path. These mediation paths suggest the
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positive effect of AMA on language abilities. It is important to
remember that motor abilities are also cerebellum-related abilities. These novel findings shed light on the normal development of the neural network controlling reading-related abilities,
which emphasize the importance of the cerebellar activity.
Moreover, intervention that enhances functions traditionally related to cerebellum activity leads to improvements in automatic
naming ability.

Study Limitations
Up to now, there has been very little research in the field of
AMA, especially in regard to the contribution of aquatic activities to areas of functioning that are not physiological or motor-related. The current exploratory study provides a neurobiological hypothesis for the relationship between an aquatic environment and language processes. This is a new concept for
research, and one having great importance for developing our
understanding of the contribution of aquatic activities. Nevertheless, the study has limitations that should be acknowledged.
First, the small sample size limited the power of the study and
prevents further sub analyses, such as examination of family
history of learning disabilities. Second, we are aware of the potential differences between various types of motor and nonmotor activities that are non-aquatic and that the allocation of
the groups was not random. However, this is a preliminary research aimed to examine the relationship between AMA and
language abilities in normal population during early childhood,
as the research related to AMA in this population is scarce.
Third, we used gross motor, fine motor and time estimation test
as “cerebellum-related” abilities. The claim should be accompanied by the examination of exercise on brain morphology and
internal connectivity (MRI or TDI). Further research is needed
to conduct a study that includes this possibility for validating
our results. We are currently examining working in this direction.

Conclusion
In conclusion, data from our study supported the “cerebellar
deficit hypothesis of dyslexia” (Nicolson et al., 2001) suggesting that motor and non motor cerebellar-related abilities are
associated with naming abilities. In addition, time-estimation
ability moderated the association between AMA and children’s
picture naming ability, while object control abilities moderated
the association between aquatic motor activities and children’s
overall naming score, suggesting the positive effect of AMA on
language abilities. Together, the study may contribute to the
understanding of the possibilities of different motor intervention in different environments. The combination of the advantages of an aquatic environment for children may provide useful knowledge for physical-education teachers and could be utilized in the development of motor interventions for preschool
children.
According to our study, early aquatic motor intervention may
help reduce early motor difficulties, thereby possibly preventing
additional motor disorders which can lead to associated educational problems. Thus, our findings might be the basis for new
interventions for naming-related disabilities, such as dyslexia.
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